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ABSTRACT

Application paradigms will increasingly exceed a mobile device’s
physical boundaries. This paper presents a system solution for
a mobile device to mount remote sensors on other devices. Our
design is generic to mobile senor stacks, thus supporting un-
modified apps and commodity sensors. Furthermore, it uses
an asynchronous access model to facilitate semantics passing
and data reporting in between. Such semantic information al-
lows the development of an energy-efficient reporting policy for
remote sensing applications. The results of experiments con-
ducted on commercial Android smartphones with popular apps
demonstrate that our design is very efficient in terms of energy
consumption and completion time.

CCS Concepts

•Computer systems organization → Embedded systems;
Embedded software; •Software and its engineering → Op-
erating systems; Communications management;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, most mobile apps were intended for standalone

platforms. Soon, many users may own multiple mobile devices,
such as smartphones, tablets, and wearables, which relate to one
another in different ways. In this trend, many apps provide a
consistent user experience across platforms; for example, a user
can watch video steams on both his smartphone and tablet.
This consistent paradigm allows a user to access the same appli-
cation or service via any device. Some apps use the continuous
paradigm, where the experience can flow from one platform to
another. For instance, a user can start composing an email on
his tablet, and then pick up where he left off on his smartphone.
However, these paradigms do not leverage the distinctive fea-
tures of different devices. For example, a smartphone with a
powerful hardware specification may be more suitable for com-
putation, whereas a smartwatch worn on a user’s wrist is better
at collecting information, making each device type better suited
for particular tasks. Thus, users can share their smartwatches’
motion sensors with friends’ smartphones to compare and help
improve their daily exercise routines. Taking advantage of these
differences leads to the complementary paradigm, which enables
the development of new applications which are best used with
multiple devices [10]. This observation motivates us to design
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a unified access model for sharing various sensors between mo-
bile systems, thereby allowing mobile apps to exceed a device’s
physical boundaries.

Solutions for sharing I/O devices already exist. For example,
IP Webcam [15] exposes a smartphone’s camera so that it can
be viewed from another smartphone; SoundSeeder [6] allows
for music to stream to other smartphones, turning them into
wireless speakers. The emergence of smart wearables have also
sparked some interesting use cases, where an app running on a
smartphone has to access certain sensors on a wearable device.
Sleep as Android [20] is a smartphone app which reads motion
sensors on a smartwatch to detect the user’s sleep patterns, and
Cinch [19] accesses the smartwatch heart sensor to track the
user’s heart rate. Various cooperative sensing applications that
exchange sensor data with registered or nearby mobile devices
have also emerged, e.g., PRISM [3], CoMon [9], and Remora [8].
These solutions are application-specific; in other words, the fea-
tures are hard-coded inside the apps and cannot be reused by
other apps. To facilitate the development of multi-device apps,
Google and Samsung have recently released remote sensing sup-
ports, in the form of new Android APIs, called Google Fit [4]
and Samsung Remote Sensor [17] respectively, intended for their
own wearable devices. However, these application-level solu-
tions all have a fundamental limitation, namely portability, in
that they do not support existing apps without modifications.

To sustain unmodified apps, the remote sensing support must
be done at a lower layer, e.g., the kernel layer. One well-known
example of kernel-layer I/O sharing solutions is remote file sys-
tems like NFS [18], which allows a device to access remote files
over a network much in the way that local files are accessed.
Similarly, Rio [1] uses device files, as they are transparent to
the application layer, to abstract various I/O devices; then, it
can directly forward all file operations intercepted on one mobile
system hosting the app to another equipped with the I/O de-
vice. However, the kernel-layer solution achieves device-agnostic
I/O sharing at a cost of considerable communication overhead
because every operation turns into one round-trip transmission.
This is especially a concern for mobile sensing because such
applications are typically implemented as background services
that collect data continuously. To reduce communication en-
ergy cost, ACQUA [13] provides a context-aware middleware
for upper-layer apps to selectively pull only relevant data from
external sensors, while SeeMon [7] only transmits data with sig-
nificant changes. In other words, they reduce the volume of
transmitted sensor data by exploring application context, pro-
vided that they are capable of sensor-specific query process-
ing and data filtering. Thus, these middle-tier solutions cannot
transparently access any sensors, requiring significant engineer-
ing effort to support new commodity sensors.

In this paper, we present a system solution, which is very effi-
cient in terms of both communication energy and time costs, for
sharing various sensors between mobile systems. Our solution
overcomes the limitations of application-level and kernel-layer
solutions by adding our remote support at the hardware ab-
straction layer, a layer low enough to allow for transparency
and portability but high enough to carry semantic information.



First, we realize a remote sensor stack by splitting the local
sensor I/O stack between two mobile systems; through an es-
tablished wireless connection, each software sensor stub that ab-
stracts a hardware sensor device on one system interacts with
the remote sensor daemon which manages all enabled remote
sensors on the other system. Then, to save communication en-
ergy, we replace the inherently synchronous access model, where
data is accessed through the use of sequentially issued opera-
tions, with our asynchronous protocol, where nearly all wireless
transmissions are used for data reporting. Next, we propose a
reporting policy that exploits semantic information to aggres-
sively preserve a mobile system’s sleep pattern, as if no remote
sensors were used, so as to avoid extra wakeup energy costs. Fi-
nally, to validate our design’s efficacy, we integrated it into An-
droid and conducted extensive experiments on LG Nexus 5 and
Samsung S3 smartphones with popular mobile apps from Google
Play. Compared to a straightforward extension of the local syn-
chronous model, in a range of different scenarios, our design on
average reduces energy consumption of a mobile system that
uses remote sensors by 32.4%, while improving completion time
of each data reporting by 81.8%. We hope our design serves as
an underlying interconnection mechanism among heterogeneous
mobile devices to facilitate multi-device applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background information and explains the motivation
for this work. In Section 3, we present the philosophy and de-
tails of our semantics-aware design. The experiment results are
reported in Section 4. Section 5 presents some concluding re-
marks.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Mobile Sensors
Modern mobile devices are equipped with various sensors which

are used in various ways by different applications. Mobile sen-
sors collect various kinds of information and generate data in
different reporting modes. For example, Android supports three
reporting modes: one-shot, on-change, and non-stop. A one-
shot sensor, like a pick-up gesture sensor, generates data only
once, while an on-change sensor, such as a proximity sensor,
generates data whenever there is a significant change in value.
Examples of non-stop sensors include gyroscopes, accelerome-
ters, and magnetometers, which generate data continuously at
a constant rate. Most sensors used in mobile apps are non-stop
sensors [12], which allow application developers to adapt data
rates to their needs. Once a sensor generates data, the mobile
system is notified to issue operations to read the collected data
from the sensor. Such a procedure is called one reporting.

To preserve energy, a mobile system following an aggressive
sleeping philosophy [14] stays asleep by default unless awakened
passively by some application (or system) program. In conse-
quence, the mobile system awakens from a sleep whenever a
one-shot or an on-change sensor reports. However, continuous
reporting from non-stop sensors may force the mobile system to
stay awake all the time to ensure no data is lost. To alleviate
this problem and provide increased opportunities for the sys-
tem to sleep, mobile sensors now support hardware batching [16]
through sensor hubs to buffer data for a period of time before
reporting the data. In Android, app developers can set the max-
imum latency to specify how long the data can be delayed before
reporting; this latency is essentially the report period for a non-
stop sensor because it determines how often the sensor reports
data to the system. Generally, the larger the report period, the
more energy can be saved because the less frequently the mobile
system needs to wake up. However, sensors have limited buffer
space and, once the buffer is filled up, the mobile system will
still be awakened before the report period is up to prevent data
loss (unless the sensor is designated as a non-wakeup sensor that
allows data loss).

2.2 From Local Sensing to Remote Sensing
Remote sensing enables information augmentation by extend-

ing local sensing. Henceforth a mobile app running on a client
(e.g., a smartphone) can use the sensing data collected by a
server (e.g., a smartwatch or another smartphone). Accord-
ingly, one reporting consists of the sensor generating data on
the server side, the mobile system then being notified on the
client side, and finally the client’s system issuing operations to
read a batch of data from the server’s sensor. To realize remote
sensing, the sensor I/O stack is typically split between two mo-
bile systems, known as a split-stack architecture [1]. Splitting
the stack at different layers leads to different operations being
transmitted in between. For instance, if the stack is split at the
application layer, remote procedure calls defined by app devel-
opers cause message passing between the client and the server
to complete each reporting. By contrast, if the stack is split
at the kernel layer for generic applications, system calls (such
as open, ioctl, and read provided in Linux) are forwarded in
sequence to be executed on the server and interleaved with the
execution results returned to the client. Figure 1 illustrates the
interaction between the two entities. In essence, all operations
intended for a sensor need to be forwarded from the client to the
server and executed there instead; as a result, every operation
will turn into one round-trip transmission [1].

Figure 1: Synchronous access model

Issuing operations to a local sensor for data is a sensible design
because it only involves normal function invocations. However,
acquiring data from a remote sensor through issuing operations
incurs additional network transmissions. In other words, the en-
ergy consumed for one reporting is largely increased. Although
the problem of energy consumption on the server side can be
mitigated by lengthening the report periods of sensors (and in-
creasing the buffer size in hardware batching if necessary), the
problem becomes especially severe for the client as it can be
associated with multiple remote sensors, thereby forming a one-
to-many relationship. More specifically, continuous sensor re-
porting may result in the client being awakened individually by
different remote sensors, thus making the client very energy hun-
gry when using remote sensing applications. The cost incurred
when accessing data through issuing operations to a remote sen-
sor raises the need for a remote access model that reduces the
energy required for every reporting without incurring data loss.

3. SEMANTICS-AWARE REMOTE SENSING
Our design exploits sensor semantics and system states to

achieve energy-efficient remote sensing. In Section 3.1, we de-
scribe an asynchronous access model to facilitate semantics pass-
ing and data reporting across the two systems. Based on the
model, we then propose an energy-efficient reporting policy in
Section 3.2.

3.1 Asynchronous Access Model

3.1.1 Remote Sensor Stack
We extend the local sensor I/O stack to add our remote sens-

ing support. In the local stack, applications access sensor de-
vices through a hardware abstraction layer, called the sensor
HAL, which provides APIs to the upper-layer applications and
uses function calls provided by lower-layer device drivers. Under



the HAL, every software sensor stub represents one hardware
sensor device (even though the physical hardware sensor may
not exist). This layer is low enough to hide differences in sen-
sor hardware from the mobile system and applications, but high
enough to be aware of sensor semantics (e.g., reporting modes
and periods) and system states (e.g., awake or asleep). More-
over, realizing remote sensing at this layer with well-defined in-
terfaces eliminates the need to modify apps and device drivers,
thereby achieving both transparency and portability.

Figure 2: Our remote sensor I/O stack

Figure 2 shows our remote sensor stack. We add remote sen-
sor stubs (rs-stubs), each of which represents a remote sensor,
under the HAL. Like local sensor stubs, an rs-stub implements
the essential interfaces (e.g., enabling, disabling, and read)
defined by the HAL, so it is viewed as a regular sensor by the
system and all apps. However, instead of communicating with
an underlying hardware sensor, it communicates with the re-
mote sensor daemon (rs-daemon), which manages all enabled
remote sensors, above the HAL on the server side. Specifically,
on receipt of the sensor operations issued by the HAL (as a con-
sequence of the operations issued from the upper layers), the
rs-stub does not act like a local stub that issues its operations
to read the data from the sensor device into its own buffer; in-
stead, it interacts with the rs-daemon via an established wireless
connection according to our access protocol presented below.

3.1.2 Access Protocol
An intuitive protocol is to directly forward every operation

of an rs-stub and wait for the rs-daemon to return the result of
executing the operation. However, such a synchronous protocol,
which simply forwards operations and results in an alternating
manner, consumes significant amounts of energy for communi-
cation. To reduce energy overhead, we make the communication
asynchronous; that is, the server starts (or stops) reporting the
data pro-actively once the client enables (or disables) the remote
sensor. The communication model in Figure 1 is thus simpli-
fied, as shown in Figure 3, where (aside from a few enabling,
disabling, and updating messages) all wireless transmissions are
intended for data reporting. Moreover, the addition of our re-
mote sensing support does not affect the synchronous access
model originally designed for local sensing.

Figure 3: Our access protocol

To enable a remote sensor, the corresponding rs-stub com-
bines the enabling operation with semantic information (i.e., the
reporting mode, data rate, and report period) into a single re-
quest and sends the request to the rs-daemon. Then, the rs-stub

launches a receiver thread, which will keep receiving data from
the rs-daemon and putting the data into the rs-stub’s buffer,
as well as notifying a system service (called SensorService in
Android’s framework), until the sensor is disabled via a dis-
abling request. Whenever the system service is noticed, it will
read the data (as if from a local sensor stub) into its buffer
and then distribute the data to the apps that are listening to
the sensor. Afterwards, a new request is sent only when the
semantic information is updated; otherwise, the client remains
passive. Apart from the semantic information, the client also
shares its state information (i.e., awakening or sleeping along
with the next wakeup time), so that the server can decide when
to report data. Once a state change occurs, the client sends a
sleeping or awakening message to the rs-daemon. State changes
can be captured by intercepting two respective functions (called
suspend_prepare and backlight_on in the Android kernel) in-
voked when the system is awakening and falling asleep. More-
over, before falling asleep, the client is aware of when it will
wake up again. This information is available because, for a mo-
bile system which stays asleep by default, it must provide an
alarm mechanism (called AlarmManager in the Android frame-
work) so that apps can register the time points at which the
system should awake to execute their tasks. The next wakeup
time is also carried in the sleeping message.

For each remote sensor enabled, the rs-daemon creates a trans-
mitter thread, which will keep reading the data generated by the
sensor device through the HAL (exactly like accessing a local
sensor) and transmitting the data to the rs-stub until the sen-
sor is disabled by the client. Whenever the transmitter thread
is noticed by the sensor device, it will read the data from the
corresponding sensor stub into its own dynamically-expanding
buffer1, ensuring that all data is stored for later reporting. Dur-
ing the interaction, the server assumes an active role to report
data, except that it may be passively woken up by the client’s
occasional messages. The rs-daemon also employs a coordinator
thread, which is responsible for receiving the sleeping and awak-
ening messages from the client, as well as deciding the reporting
times for all enabled sensors according to our reporting policy
presented below.

3.2 Energy-Efficient Reporting Policy

3.2.1 One-to-One Access
A straightforward policy is to perform reporting in accordance

with each sensor’s report period; however, this may require the
client to constantly wake up and activate its network interface
for data reception, especially when multiple remote sensors are
simultaneously enabled. Hence, we propose an energy-efficient
reporting policy inspired by an observation on the behavior pre-
sented by sensors and that expected by users. When the client
is asleep, whether apps receive data in line with the report peri-
ods makes no difference in terms of the user experience, making
data reporting delay-tolerant. In contrast, when the user is in-
teracting with the client, it must obey all app-specified settings.
Accordingly, the principle behind our policy is to aggressively
maintain the client’s sleep pattern as if no remote sensors were
used, while preventing data loss. To this end, the server delays
the data reporting of non-stop sensors until the client awakens
from sleep, because they typically collect data for background
services when the screen is turned off. However, one-shot and
on-change sensors are allowed to make instant reports, because
their data is generated occasionally and may require timely
delivery. The server reports data in two ways, depending on
whether the client is wakened by a scheduled or unscheduled
event.

Scheduled Wakeups: A mobile system, while left unused,

1If the buffer cannot be further expanded or has reached its
maximum size, the transmitter thread has to awaken the client
by directly transmitting the accumulated data to the rs-stub.



Figure 4: Example to illustrate our reporting policy

still frequently wakes up for short periods to execute tasks (most
of which involve network communications) registered a priori
by internal apps or system services [11]. Reporting data dur-
ing these scheduled wakeups imposes negligible energy costs
compared with the energy required to activate the whole sys-
tem. To leverage this, right before going into sleep, the client
sends out a sleeping message (carrying its next wakeup time),
as shown at t = 55 in Figure 4. On receipt of the message, the
server stops reporting the data of those sensors that it considers
delay-tolerant, and schedules the next reporting to catch up the
client’s next short wakeup. During the sleep period, all data
generated by those sensors are stored in the rs-daemon’s buffer.
At the next reporting time, which is t = 100 in the example, the
rs-daemon automatically batch reports all the data accumulated
since the last reporting.

Unscheduled Wakeups: A mobile system can also be wak-
ened unexpectedly by an external event. One important case2 is
when the user turns on the screen and starts to interact with the
device. Once the user presses the power button, the client sends
out an awakening message to acquire the data accumulated at
the server, so as to avoid potential negative impact on the user
experience. Once the server receives the message, at t = 160
in the example, the rs-daemon reports all the accumulated data
immediately, and continues to report new data at the interval
of the report period until the server receives a sleeping message
at t = 205.

By reporting data only during wakeups caused by other events,
remote sensing only imposes limited energy costs, although the
client would be forced to awake for slightly longer than the orig-
inal wakeups depending on the data batch sizes. Moreover, by
reporting data continuously when the user is interacting with
the client, the application behavior remains unchanged from
the user’s perspective. The design concept could be applied to
different wireless interfaces, but a reliable connection like TCP
should be established between the client and server to ensure
successful and in-order delivery of all data and messages.

3.2.2 One-to-Many & Many-to-Many Access
Some scenarios rely on one-to-may access, where a client mounts

multiple remote sensors on different servers. Like one-to-one ac-
cess, one-to-many access also delays the reporting of non-stop
sensors by ignoring their report periods when the client is asleep,
but obeys this parameter when the client stays awake for a while.
However, due to the different report periods of remote sensors,
the client may have to constantly turn on and off its network
interface for data reception, resulting in unnecessary energy con-
sumption during switching. For example, in Figure 4, with two
additional remote sensors enabled at t = 260, data reporting
becomes scattered and frequent. To solve this problem, the
client aligns the report times of all the enabled sensors before it
sends enabling requests to the servers. One simple adjustment
is to slightly shorten all report periods such that they are all
multiples of the smallest one. For example, suppose that the
respective report periods of S1, S2, and S3 are 10, 12, and 21;

2Another case is when some network packets sent by external
facilities arrive. We disregard this case because the resulting
wakeups are typically short and unpredictable.

the client slightly adjusts them to 10, 10, and 20 respectively
so that they are all multiples of the smallest period. Note that
to preserve the user’s expectation of the application behavior, a
report period can be reduced to its closest smaller value, but not
expanded to a bigger value. By aligning the report times, the
client need not frequently turn on and off its network interface,
as shown in the right box of Figure 4.

If multiple clients mount an identical remote sensor with dif-
ferent parameter settings, forming many-to-one access, then the
server simply reports individually to each awakened client, just
like the case when multiple apps listen to the same sensor in
local sensing. Lastly, the above polices can directly combine to
form the policy for many-to-many access.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Experiment Setup
We realized our design by hacking an open source sensor HAL

released by AKM [2] and replaced the native HAL in Android
(version 4.4) with ours. To evaluate the design, we conducted
extensive experiments on commercial smartphones, with an LG
Nexus 5 (serving as the client) accessing remote sensors resid-
ing on two Samsung Galaxy S3 (playing the role of servers).
The smartphones communicated over a TCP connection via a
TP-Link 802.11n access point dedicated for our experiments.
We used the Monsoon Solutions power monitor to measure the
client’s energy consumption. In addition, we inserted the get-
timeofday() function provided by Linux into every rs-stub to
measure the completion time of each data reporting. Note that
the reported results could also reflect the results of multiple
clients accessing multiple remote sensors, because the servers
simply report individually to each client in many-to-many ac-
cess.

The client ran an open source app called SensorList [5], which
allows us to parameterize and use any sensors available on a
mobile system. We used common non-stop sensors including a
gyroscope, an accelerometer, and a magnetometer, along with
light and pressure sensors. To reduce the complexity of the
experiments, we set the same data rate and report period for
all used sensors to produce consistent behavior, and evenly dis-
tributed them between the two servers at random. Moreover,
data reporting piggybacks onto innate wakeups, but whether the
wakeups are scheduled or unscheduled makes no significant dif-
ference. To reduce the potential impact of human intervention,
we generated (scheduled) wakeups by installing real-world apps
on the client. The wakeup frequency was deemed low when the
client was recovered to its factory settings. For the medium fre-
quency, we installed the full suite of Google OpenGApps. The
high frequency included six additional popular apps, namely
Line, WhatsApp, Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Yahoo Mail,
and Yahoo Messenger.

We investigated the impacts of different factors on our design,
including: 1) the impact of the data rate at 5, 15, and 50 Hz, 2)
the impact of low, medium, and high wakeup frequency, and 3)
the impact of 1, 3, and 5 remote sensors. Unless otherwise spec-
ified, the default data rate was 5 Hz, which is also the default
value used in Android. We considered the medium frequency
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Figure 5: Energy consumed by SA and SU under different factors
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Figure 6: Completion time achieved by SA and SU under different factors

and one remote sensor by default because they might be nor-
mal use cases. In addition, to better understand the compound
impacts of these factors in daily use, we emulated two usage
scenarios. First, we considered a user who uses a lifelogging
app to record his daily activities (e.g. sleeping or exercising).
In this scenario, two sensors with a default data rate of 5 Hz
are sufficient to detect the user’s activities. We assumed this
user had installed many apps on his smartphone, resulting in a
high wakeup frequency. Next, we considered a user who uses a
posture correction app in a yoga class to track her arm and leg
movements. In this case, five sensors with a data rate of 50 Hz
are needed to capture fine-grained motions; we assumed that
the user does not have many apps installed and her smartphone
has a low wakeup frequency.

We compared our semantics-aware design, denoted as SA,
with a semantics-unaware straightforward extension of the local
access model, denoted as SU. Like Rio [1], which implements the
split-stack architecture at the kernel layer, SU splits the sensor
I/O stack at the HAL layer and directly forwards all sensor op-
erations and the results in between (as described in Section 2.2).
In SU, when to report depends entirely on the report periods
specified by the apps. However, we observed that most sensor
apps do not specify this (optional) parameter, leaving it with the
default value 0 used in Android. This, in turn, leaves the mobile
system permanently awake and extremely energy-hungry. For
a more balanced comparison, we picked SU with report periods
set at 10 and 30 seconds, denoted respectively as SU-10 and
SU-30. To show the efficacy, the adopted metric was the total
energy (in joules) consumed by the client to perform remote
sensing for 15 minutes (which was long enough to reveal some
regular patterns). We also measured the average time (in sec-
onds) required to complete one reporting (or, more precisely, the
difference between the start and end times an rs-stub receives a
batch of remote data).

4.2 Energy Consumption
Figure 5 shows the energy consumed by SA, SU-30, and SU-10

under three different factors. As expected, the energy consump-
tion increases with the sensor data rate, number of sensors, and
system wakeup frequency. The data rate and the number of sen-
sors respectively determine the batch size in each reporting and
the reporting times; while the system wakeup frequency reflects

the extra energy required for scheduled wakeups. Naturally, the
energy consumption increases with the three factors. However,
as the data rate grows, the energy consumption increases more
quickly under SU-10 and SU-30 than under SA, as shown in
Figure 5(a). This is because SU relies on back-and-forth oper-
ations to acquire remote data; thus, the more data, the faster
the increase in energy consumption. The same phenomenon oc-
curs with the growing number of sensors in Figure 5(b). Note
that the servers’ report times (which implies the client’s wakeup
times) are aligned by setting the same report period for all sen-
sors; otherwise, the increase under SU will be more drastic. As
shown in Figure 5(c), with the increasing wakeup frequency,
the increase in energy consumed by SA is clearly greater than
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). This increased energy consumption
is mainly due to scheduled wakeups, rather than remote sens-
ing. This also explains why the increments under SA and SU
are similar in Figure 5(c). Overall, SA can reduce the energy
consumption of SU-30 by between 14.2% and 31.2%, and that
of SU-10 by between 33% and 47.5%. This large energy reduc-
tion is due to SA striving to maintain the client’s original sleep
pattern, so that energy is consumed mainly for data reception.

4.3 Completion Time
Figure 6 shows the completion time required by SA, SU-30,

and SU-10 for one reporting. The completion time increases
with the data rate and the number of sensors, as respectively
shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), because the completion time is
proportional to the batch size of each reporting and the number
of sensors that report simultaneously. Moreover, the increments
of the completion time are more obvious under SU than under
SA. This is because the greater the amount of remote data or
the number of enabled sensors, the more the time SU spends
on issuing operations. The result in Figure 6(c) shows that the
completion time under SU is almost the same under different
wakeup frequencies. This is as expected because SU reports data
according to each sensor’s report period, regardless of the sys-
tem wakeup frequency. For SA, the completion time decreases
slightly as the system wakeup frequency increases. This is be-
cause SA reports data incidentally when the system wakes up;
the more frequently SA reports, the smaller the batch size of one
reporting and thus the shorter the completion time. Overall, SA
can reduce the completion time by between 66.8% and 85.4%



with respect to SU-10, and by between 74.2% and 94.2% with
respect to SU-30. This short completion time is achieved mainly
because of SA’s simplified access model; that is, the client re-
ceives data passively without issuing any requests, except when
the semantic information and system state need to be updated.

4.4 Usage Scenarios
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Figure 7: Efficacy of SA and SU under two use cases

Figure 7 shows the efficacy of SA and SU under two user sce-
narios, namely lifelogging and yoga class. The first scenario gen-
erates a light data workload but high system wakeup frequency;
contrarily, the second scenario generates a heavy data workload
but low system wakeup frequency. This explains why the energy
consumption is lower and the completion time is shorter under
the first scenario than under the second. As observed between
SU-30 and SU-10 in both scenarios, SU-10 requires more energy
but a shorter completion time, while SU-30 requires less energy
but a longer completion time; there is an evident trade-off be-
tween the energy consumption and the completion time under
SU. However, SA consumes less energy than SU-30 and has a
shorter completion time than SU-10 in both scenarios. The re-
sults in Figure 7(a) show that SA can reduce the energy required
by SU-10 and SU-30 by 9.6% and 32.6%, respectively, under the
first scenario; for the second scenario, the energy reductions are
31.9% and 47.9%. On the other hand, the results in Figure 7(b)
show that SA can reduce the completion times required by SU-
10 and SU-30 by 80% and 91.3%, respectively, under the first
scenario; for the second scenario, the time reductions are 68.3%
and 83.9%. This result also highlights the efficacy of SA, which
aligns reporting times with the mobile system’s original wake-
ups to reduce the additional energy consumed by remote sensing
and uses an asynchronous access model to speedup data acqui-
sition. The efficacy is more obvious when the data workload is
heavy.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents a semantics-aware design for mounting re-

mote sensors at the sensor HAL on mobile systems. To demon-
strate the efficacy of our design, we implemented it in An-
droid and conducted experiments on LG and Samsung smart-
phones with popular mobile apps installed. Compared with a

semantics-unaware direct extension, our design can reduce the
energy consumption by between 9.6 and 47.5%, as well as the
completion time by between 66.8 and 94.2%, depending on the
data workload and original wakeup frequency. The reduction
is due to our asynchronous access model simplifying the in-
herently synchronous model to save communication energy and
time. Moreover, our reporting policy aligns data reporting with
the mobile system’s wakeup pattern resulting from other apps
or system services, to avoid extra wakeup energy costs. Our
design remains workable on smartphones with factory settings
and is particularly effective for remote sensors that constantly
generate a large volume of data. For future research, we will
extend our semantics-aware design to jointly consider the en-
ergy consumption of not only the system that mounts remote
sensors, but also the system that hosts remote sensors.
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